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			Who we are
		

				

				
				
							LapCabby is a leading manufacturer of storage and charging solutions in the Education, Healthcare, Government and Corporate sectors.
This includes a wide range of mobile, portable and static charging solutions for laptops, chromebooks, tablets and mobile phones.
LapCabby is the smart way to keep your devices safe, charged and secured.
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				UK Implements School Phone Ban to Improve Focus and Wellbeing			
		

				
			In a significant policy shift, UK schools will implement a ban on mobile phones during school hours to improve focus, reduce distractions, and bolster mental
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				The Transformative Impact of AI on the IT Industry			
		

				
			Artificial Intelligence (AI) has emerged as a revolutionary technology that is transforming various industries, and the world of information technology (IT) is no exception. With
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								User Code is any 6 digit single entry code that can be input to lock and unlock a single compartment, once unlocked the lock will reset ready for the next user
	Technician Code is a factory default code to be reset upon first use to ensure security, this code allows access to any compartment if a User Code is forgotten
	Master Code is a factory default code for each lock that will restore the digital lock back to factory its setting, removing access using any previous codes installed

						

				

					

		

					

		
				

			
	

	

	
		
			

			

			

		

		
			
				

				
				
				
				
				
					
						
							

						

					

				

			

			
				

			

			
			
			
				

			

		

	






















































			
			
	